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Introduction

A brief summary of GPT:

I A toolkit for lattice QCD and related theories as well as QIS
(a parallel digital quantum computing simulator) and
Machine Learning modules

I Python frontend, C++ backend

I Built on Grid’s [1] data parallelism (MPI, OpenMP, SIMD,
and SIMT)

I Initial commit Feb. 2020, 47k lines of C++/Python, >1300
commits so far, 12 contributors

Guiding principles:

I Performance portability (common framework for current and
future (exascale) architectures)

I Modularity / composability (build up from modular
high-performance components, several layers of
composability, “composition over parametrization”)

Python script / Jupyter notebook

gpt (Python)
• Defines data types and objects (group structures etc.)

• Expression engine (linear algebra)

• Algorithms (Solver, Eigensystem, . . .)

• File formats

• Stencils / global data transfers

• QCD, QIS, ML subsystems

cgpt (Python library written in C++)
• Global data transfer system (gpt creates pattern, cgpt optimizes

data movement plan)

• Virtual lattices (tensors built from multiple Grid tensors)

• Optimized blocking, linear algebra, and Dirac operators

• Vectorized ranlux-like pRNG (parallel seed through
3xSHA256)

Grid Eigen FFTW

Fig. 1: GPT Library layout and its dependencies.

The QCD module

Example: Load QCD gauge configuration and test unitarity

The expression is parsed to a tree in Python (gpt) and forwarded
as abstract expression to C++ library (cgpt) for evaluation.

Example: create a pion propagator on a random gauge field

The following examples exhibit the modularity principle: modular
code for solver configuration/near-null-space definition instead of
large number of parameters.

Example: solvers are modular and can be mixed

Example: Multi-Grid solver

Features

Fermion actions:

I Domain-wall fermions: Mobius and zMobius

I Wilson-clover fermions both isotropic and anisotropic
(RHQ/Fermilab actions); Open boundary conditions
available

Algorithms:

I BiCGSTAB, CG, CAGCR, FGCR, FGMRES, MR solvers

I Multi-grid, split-grid, mixed-precision, and defect-correcting
solver combinations

I Coarse and fine-grid deflation

I Arnoldi, implicitly restarted Lanczos, power iteration

I Chebyshev polynomials

I All-to-all vector generation

I SAP and even-odd preconditioners

I Gradient descent and non-linear CG optimizers

I Runge-Kutta integrators, Wilson flow

I Fourier acceleration

I Coulomb and Landau gauge fixing

I Domain-wall–overlap transformation and MADWF

I Symplectic integrators (leapfrog, OMF2, and OMF4)

I Markov: Metropolis, heatbath, Langevin, HMC in progress

Performance

Benchmark results are committed to https://github.com/

lehner/gpt/tree/master/benchmarks/reference:

Machine Operation Performance Bandwidth
Booster /D 12 TF/s 7.8 TB/s
Booster ColorMatrix × 5.2 TB/s
Booster SpinColorMatrix × 5.1 TB/s
Booster SpinColorVector 〈·, ·〉 4.8 TB/s
QPace4 /D 0.95 TF/s 0.68 TB/s
SuperMUC-NG /D 0.72 TF/s 0.51 TB/s

Fig. 2: Single-node SP performance of Wilson /D and linear al-
gebra on Juwels Booster (4xA100, HBM BW 1.6 TB/s
per A100), Qpace4 (A64FX, HBM BW of 1 TB/s per
node), and the SuperMUC-NG (Skylake 8174). The /D
performance is inherited from Grid [1], the linear algebra
performance is based on cgpt.

Production use

I Machines: Summit, Booster, QPace4, BNL KNL,
Stampede2, SuperMUC-NG

I Projects: RBC/UKQCD g-2, DWF B physics projects,
Wilson-Clover baryon charm physics

The domain-wall environment is fully tuned, the Wilson-Clover
environment is still being optimized.

The machine learning module

Example: train simple feed-forward network

The quantum computing module

Example: create and measure a 5-qubit bell state

Continuous integration and Docker

CI currently has test coverage of 96%, running on each pushed
commit. The docker images are automatically generated for each
commit to master that passes the tests.
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